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2 things:
1. I think carriers need to stop selling locked phones, I paid full price for my AT&T 5G Iphone and it still
carrier locked. I was not able to order it directly from Apple because it forced me to pick a carrier. This is
ridiculous, it seems like there is better coverage for 5G in my area using Verizon. I wanna be able to try it
out but now I cannot. This is an expensive device over $1000 I don’t want to use it to its full potential.
2. I am a software developer and I wanna be able to write my software and deployed to my iPhone. I don’t
want to have to pay Apple $100 for the privilege of doing it via their system call test flight. I want to be able
to jailbreak it so that I can push my latest version of my mobile application directly without jumping through
so many hoops. My software is deployed internally and is not going to be sold on the App Store. This is
totally ridiculous, Apple should not be limiting people from using latest and greatest applications, or slowing
down innovation in an effort to keep a walled garden. Let us jailbreak or open it up so that we don’t have to.
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